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Empower your children with the joy of Instant Pot cooking…AND inspire them to make healthy
food choices while developing a love of cooking!Does your child love to take part in the kitchen?
Do you want to help them develop confidence and self reliance?The Instant Pot Cookbook For
Kids: 53 Safe, Fun, and Confidence Building Recipes for Your Young Chef explains how this
remarkable device is the PERFECT way to get your child comfortable while cooking
independently in the kitchen.

This full color book is beautifully engaging and exciting for kids and encourages them to take
part in meal planning and preparation, all while building their self esteem and reducing
dinnertime stress. Enjoy a great shared experience or let older, more capable children take over
dinner completely with these easy-to-follow and kid friendly pressure cooker meals.This book
will have your child helping to prepare sophisticated, amazing meals with complete ease. Being
able to prepare tasty dishes with help from your Instant Pot will really have them believing in
themselves and save you a ton of time in the process! All 53 of these recipes are kid approved
and tested by kids. YOUR child can do it!Here’s a preview of what you and your child will get
from this book: 

Incredible Breakfast Recipes Such as Egg, Ham, and Cheese Casserole, Eggs, Applesauce,
and French ToastQuick Snacks Like Cocktail Meatballs, Honey Garlic Chicken Wings, and
Buffalo Chicken DipVeggies and Sides such as Bacon and Green Beans, Acorn Squash with
Brown Sugar and Butter, Mashed Potatoes, Honey Cinnamon Kissed Carrots and MoreLunches
including Chicken Salad Sandwiches, Tomato Soup, Chowder, etc.Tons of Great Dinners like
Cheesy Stuffed Alfredo Chicken, Barbecue Sliders, Spaghetti, Sloppy Joes, Boneless Pork
Ribs, and Chicken TacosSeafood Dishes such as Shrimp Jambalaya and SalmonAnd the
Desserts. Oh, Man! You won’t believe that your child was the creator of Instant Pot Chocolate
Lava Cakes, Oreo Cheesecake, Peach Pie…it Goes On and On!Don’t delay – Get your hands
on this incredible cookbook right away. 
You’ll be SO glad you did and completely amazed at the meals your child is capable of! You will
NOT regret buying Shannon’s Instant Pot Cookbook for Kids!
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Potatoes3,2,1 Blast Off Rice PilafCheesy Vegetable RisottoPrincess and the Split Pea
SoupLunchChicken Corn ChowderCreamy Dreamy Tomato SoupChicken Salad
SandwichesBaked Potato HeadsMacaroni and Cheese, Please!Step Right Up, Get Yer Hot
Dogs!DinnerPoultryChicken Tacos (Dragon Approved)Cheesy Stuffed Chicken in Alfredo
SauceSweet and Sassy Honey ChickenRosemary Lemon “Big Ole” Whole ChickenPineapple
Chicken “That’s Just Maui Messin’ Around”BBQ Chicken SlidersPresto Pesto Chicken
PacketsChicken Noodle “Sick Day” SoupBeefSloppy Joe, Slop Sloppy JoeWilly Nilly Chili“Knock
Your Socks Off” Beef StroganoffSpaghettiMagnificent Meatloaf MuffinsBig Kid Beef and
BroccoliPorkCountry Style Boneless Pork RibsPulled Pork in BBQ SaucePork Tenderloin in
Balsamic Apple Sauce”You Can Be a Big Pig, Too” Kalua PorkBaby Back RibsSeafoodLemon
Snickety SalmonPeel-and-Eat ShrimpShrimp Jambalaya (Have Big Fun On The
Bayou!)DessertsVolcano Chocolate Lava CakesAwesome Apple DumplingsOreo
CheesecakeEasy Breezy Peach PieFudgy Peanut Butter Brownies“Monkeying Around” Monkey
BreadIndexIntroductionA NOTE TO PARENTSHi there! As a parent myself, I know how much
fun it can be to have my kids helping in the kitchen. I want to encourage their love of food and
creating and let’s face it…kids are much more willing to try new things if they have been involved
in the creative process. But it can also be a challenge to find recipes that are healthy, appetizing
and well-written. Most kids are just learning the basics and need detailed step-by-step
instructions to guide them through a recipe.You may be asking yourself, “Why the Instant Pot®?
Is it safe enough for my child to handle?” I asked those same questions as I did my research. I
saw plenty of kids’ cookbooks that involve the oven and stovetop. I’ve used the Instant Pot® for
many years now, and personally, I feel like the Instant Pot® is safer and easier than a stove or
oven for a novice chef. It’s also less likely that food is going to be burned or ruined, which means
your little chef will have a high success rate.As I put this book together, I involved my two young
girls, ages 5 and 7, in the process. We cooked, created and sampled. They enjoyed the tried and
true recipes like Spaghetti and Macaroni and Cheese and loved branching out and trying new
favorites, such as Princess and the Split Pea Soup and BBQ Chicken Sliders.I tried to make this
book well rounded and included everything from breakfast to dessert and even a few snack
ideas. Every kid should be able to find plenty of recipes that pique their interest. And I’ve found
that kids are usually willing to sample their own cooking, even if they normally would never try
Cheesy Vegetable Risotto.While this book is written with very detailed instructions, it is still best
to be present in the kitchen or at least available if extra help is needed. Younger children will
need a little closer supervision, while older children may just need occasional help. Because of
the nature of the Instant Pot®, most of these recipes are for full meals that your whole family can
enjoy. The majority of the recipes make about 4-6 servings although a few make more and are
wonderful as leftovers. Several of the breakfast and dessert recipes only make 1-2 servings but
can easily be doubled.I hope you and your kids enjoy sharing this special time and that they gain
knowledge and independence as they become more confident in the kitchen. Wishing you and
your family many happy meals!A NOTE TO KIDSI’m so glad you are excited to learn about



cooking! Cooking and creating yummy foods in the kitchen is so much fun and super tasty. You
will be able to prepare all of your favorite foods as well as play with new foods you may not have
tried before. Who knows, you may find a new favorite!Why is cooking important? Well, of course,
everyone has to eat. And wouldn’t you rather eat something that is really yummy than just a
boring ole’ sandwich? Learning to cook now is a skill that will serve you for your entire life. You’ll
be able to impress your family and friends by serving up tasty dishes that will make them feel
loved and appreciated.This book has a bunch of recipes that have been approved by other kids.
Not only are there the basic recipes that most kids love, but I’m sure you will find some new
favorite things to try. Don’t be afraid to branch out and try new recipes or foods you’ve never had.
That’s part of the adventure and you may love it!I’m sure you already have an Instant Pot® and
have seen your grown-ups use it to make dinner or other fun treats. The Instant Pot® helps to
make meals that taste great and get to the table fast. Now it’s your turn to try. The Instant Pot® is
safe and easy to use if you follow the directions in this book.This recipe collection has easy
recipes if you are just starting out and more complex recipes for the more advanced chef.
Although kids can do a lot of the cooking themselves, you may need to ask an adult to help you
sometimes and that’s okay. They can be your assistant and maybe they will even help you do the
dishes when you are done cooking!GETTING STARTEDIt’s best to start a new recipe by reading
through the entire recipe. You may find helpful tips that will make your recipe a success. Then it’s
a good idea to put on an apron to protect your clothes from spills. Plus, it makes you look like a
real chef! Wash your hands and you are ready to get started.Each recipe has the name of the
recipe and a little bit about it, followed by how many servings it makes. It is important to know
how many people you are serving so you know if the recipe will make enough food for
everyone.Next you will find the list of ingredients. I find that it is most convenient to go ahead and
gather all of your ingredients together. Wash and safely chop up any vegetables, gather all the
spices and make sure your meat is not frozen and is ready to cook. Some recipes come together
fast and you don’t want to worry about burning something while you are trying to find a missing
ingredient.The next section lists any important tools you may need. Most of these tools are
specific tools that are made for the Instant Pot®, such as the trivet and small cooking dishes. It’s
always helpful to have oven mitts as sometimes the food and pans are hot. Gather these helpful
tools so they are easy to reach when you need them.Now you are ready to follow the step-by-
step directions and create some yummy food!UTENSILS AND TOOLSTricks of the TradeWhat’s
a whisk and what’s the difference between minced and chopped? How much is a pinch of salt?
Cooking is sometimes a language all its own and it is important to know what the lingo means.
This section will break down all the terms to make it easy for you to follow a recipe.Baking Disha
glass, ceramic or metal dish that can withstand the heat of the oven.Baking Sheeta large metal
tray that can be placed in the oven. Most have a small 1-inch rim around the outside of the tray to
prevent any food from spilling into the oven.Colandera large bowl filled with holes used to drain
the liquid from food, such as pasta. Also handy for washing fruits and vegetables.Food
Processoran electric appliance similar to a blender. It can be used to finely chop and blend food



items together.Ladlea large “spoon” that is more like a deep bowl attached to a long handle.
Helpful for serving soups or scooping liquid as it holds more than a big spoon does.Measuring
Cupa large cup, that is used for measuring ingredients.Measuring Spoonsusually sized in
teaspoons and tablespoons, these are used to measure ingredients when
cooking.Ramekinsmall oven proof bowls used for making and serving individual
portions.Springform Pana round cake pan with 3 inch sides. The side has a spring loaded clasp
that allows the bottom to be removed from the side. Ideal for making cheesecakes and other
desserts with thick batter.Tongslong handled tool used to assist in gripping food. A handy tool for
turning meat or removing food from a hot pot.Trivetthe wire rack that came with your Instant
Pot® that can be used at the bottom of the pot to keep food or dishes out of the liquid at the
bottom.Whiska wire kitchen tool used for blending and mixing food. Because of its design, a
whisk is handy for eliminating food lumps and incorporating air into a mixture while
stirring.COOKING TERMSBoiling - occurs at high heat when a liquid bubbles up
powerfully.Broiling - uses an oven to expose food to very high heat. Best for crisping or browning
food just before serving. Most foods only need to broil for a few minutes and can burn easily if
left in too long.Chop - to cut food pieces, such a vegetables, fruits or meats into smaller pieces.
Chopped pieces tend to be a little larger and less precise than diced pieces.Core - to cut and
remove the core of fruit, such as an apple.Dice - to cut food, such as vegetables, fruit or meat
into really small uniform pieces.Grate - using a device to transform large pieces into much
smaller, finer pieces. Can be used for cheese, spices, vegetables and fruits.Mince - to cut food
into very tiny, fine pieces.Peel - use a vegetable peeler or sharp knife to remove the skin from
fruits or vegetables.Pinch - a very small amount of something, usually referring to seasoning. To
add a pinch of something, for example salt, add a small amount of salt into the palm of your
hand. Use your thumb and index fingers to “pinch” a small amount of the salt and sprinkle it into
your recipe.Simmer - to allow liquid placed over high heat to bubble slightly as it cooks.
Simmering should bubble with less force than an item that is boiling.Sauté - to brown or cook
food in a small amount of fat or oil using high heat. The food is cooked quickly and often
develops a browned area just on the surface.DIFFICULTY RATINGSThese are the simplest
recipes. You can cook most of these recipes by just dumping the ingredients into the pot and
turning it on!Two pot recipes usually require a bit of chopping, peeling and mixing. Some recipes
will include using the “Saute” feature on your Instant Pot®.Most of the three pot recipes include
longer ingredient lists, longer prep times and more involved cooking. These are good recipes to
have an adult around to help you if you in case you need it.I have rated each recipe using 1, 2, or
3 pots to let you know how much work will go into it.GETTING TO KNOW YOUR INSTANT
POT®At first glance the Instant Pot® can look kind of intimidating. All those buttons! But it is
really pretty simple once you get the hang of it.The Instant Pot® is an electric pressure cooker
that uses the steam that builds when the lid is secure to cook the food quickly. There are three
main parts to get to know on your electric pressure cooker.Lid - The lid locks into place and
prevents the steam from escaping while it is cooking. It also has a safety mechanism to prevent



you from removing the lid when the pot has too much pressure. This protects you from messy,
and perhaps dangerous mishaps in the kitchen.The lid has a moveable valve on it. The valve
has two options. Sealed position is when the pot is sealed and able to come to pressure and
cook your food. The other option is venting, where the pot is open and releasing the pressure
that was built.The lid also has a silver float valve, that looks like a small silver button. When the
pot has reached pressure and is cooking food, the silver float valve will be up. When the pot is
not at pressure, the silver valve is down.Inner Pot - The inner pot is the place where you will put
your cooking ingredients and actually cook the food. It is stainless steel and dishwasher
safe.Body - This is the big thing with all the buttons! The plug is located on the body as well as
the panel with the buttons you will use for cooking.There are a few main buttons that you will
need to know.The “Manual” button is the most commonly used button in the book. It cooks at
high pressure.Use the “Sauté” button to heat the bottom of the pot to high heat quickly to brown
or sauté food before cooking.The “+” and “-” are used to adjust cooking time durations.The
“Pressure” key adjusts high to low pressure cooking.The “Keep Warm/Cancel” function is used
to stop the cooking process when the pressure cooker is programmed. It can also be used for
keeping the food warm before serving.The “Soup” button is used to cook soup, of course! It
cooks at high pressure.Some “Technical” TermsCooking with the Instant Pot® definitely has a
vocabulary of its own. Here are some tips to help you understand the directions for each
recipe.“Make sure the steam valve is in the closed or sealed position.” This means to flip the
valve on the lid so that your food can cook.“Adjust the timer.” Use the “+” or “—“ key to add more
or less minutes according to your directions.“Quick release” When the timer beeps, flip open the
valve on the lid to venting to release all the steam and pressure. Be careful!!! The steam that
comes out is hot.“Natural release” When the timer beeps and the recipe calls for a natural
release, don’t open the steam vent. This allows the food to cook just a bit longer as the pot cools
down and releases the pressure on its own.As you start cooking, always remember that for the
pressure cooker to work, you must have at least one cup of liquid in the inner pot for it to come to
pressure.Building a SlingA sling is helpful when you are cooking with a separate pot or dish
inside the inner pot. It can be too hot to touch with your hands and hard to get out, so a sling is
necessary and easy to make with a strip of aluminum foil.1.Cut a strip of aluminum foil about
18-20 inches long.2.Fold the aluminum foil in half lengthwise.3.Fold it in half lengthwise one
more time.4.Voilà! You have a sling and are ready to get cookin’!5.Just put it underneath any pot
or dish that you put inside the main inner pot of the pressure cooker so that you can pull that dish
out by holding the sling instead of the hot dish.BreakfastPERSONAL, KID SIZED, EGG, HAM
AND CHEESE CASSEROLE Get your day off to a great start with a delicious breakfast! Eggs
are full of protein that will fuel your body until lunchtime. You can even substitute cooked
sausage for the ham if that’s what you like better.Serves: Two 6-ounce ramekinsWhat You
Need:●3 eggs●1 tablespoon milk●1/4 cup shredded cheese (a mix of cheddar and mozzarella
is great, but use whatever you like)●4-6 tablespoons diced ham●Pinch of salt and ground black
pepper●2 cups water (for bottom of the Inner Pot)Tools:●Two 6-ounce



Ramekins●Trivet●Cooking sprayRamekinTrivetHow You Make It:1Gently crack the eggs into a
medium sized mixing bowl. Add the milk. Use your fingers to add a pinch of salt and pepper.
Using a whisk, beat the eggs until they are well mixed.2Add the cheese to the eggs and
mix.3Coat the ramekin bowls with cooking spray, being sure to get the sides as well as the
bottom. Scoop 2-3 tablespoons of diced ham into each bowl.4Divide the egg mixture into the
two bowls, being sure each bowl gets some of the cheesy goodness. Stir gently to mix the ham,
but be careful not to splash the egg out of the bowl. Each ramekin should be about 3/4 full. The
eggs will expand so don’t overfill.5Add the trivet to the inner pot of your Instant Pot®. Pour 2
cups of water into the bottom. Carefully add the ramekins to the pot and set them on the
trivet.6Close the lid securely and make sure the steam vent is in the closed position.7Press the
“Manual” button and adjust the timer to 8 minutes.Tip for SuccessHere’s how to measure a pinch
of an ingredient. Pour just a little into the palm of your hand. Use the tips of your fingers to “pinch”
the ingredients. Sprinkle the pinch into your bowl and discard the rest in the sink or trash
can.8When the timer beeps after 8 minutes, turn the steam vent and release the pressure
carefully.9Use oven mitts to pull each ramekin out of the inner pot. Eat them straight out of the
bowl or turn them upside down on a plate. Delicious!Tasty TipMake your egg casserole extra
healthy by adding a few tablespoons of your favorite chopped veggies. Tomatoes, mushrooms
and spinach are all egg-cellent choices!QUACK-TASTIC HARD BOILED EGGS Hard boiled
eggs make a delicious breakfast or snack. This is also a great way to get all of your eggs ready
when dying Easter eggs. And no one eats 5 dozen eggs a day like Gaston!Serves: Makes 6 hard
boiled eggs
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Mary B., “Your young chefs will have fun and be proud of their culinary skills!. I’m amazed at the
dishes I can make in my Instant Pot and this recipe book has given me even more things to try.
My granddaughters love the recipes, both the preparation aspect and getting to enjoy the final
product! The recipes are simple and use mostly items you have around the kitchen, so spur of
the moment is easy. If you’re looking for a great way to spend quality time with your kids, and get
dinner ready in the process, this is it! The book is eye catching for kids and delivery time was
amazingly fast!”

M ESS, “Cooking with kids made easy! Love this cookbook.. LOVE this cookbook!!! The
illustrations are fabulous and the recipes are fantastic. Each recipe has ingredients you usually
have on hand. The meals are family oriented and the recipes are kid friendly for young chefs.
Just a great cookbook.. Bravo!”

Virginia, “Awesome kids cook book. Great cook book got it for my 6 year old for Christmas he is
loving it so far. I really like that it is full color and the fonts are easy for early readers to read my 4
year old can help read the directions which is awesome. I also really love the utensils and tools
glossary and the cooking terms section.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great gift idea. Bought for an 8yr old. She immediately wanted to try it and
help in the kitchen. Easy instructions”

Old Man, “Our 7 year old grandughter is cooking. Our granddaughter is cooking and this
cookbook has been a very big help.”

Shannon bear, “Excellent for kids. My son loved this. He’s 12 and loves to cook and he’s made
several of the recipes. Easy to follow for kids”

John Kobrin, “Worth the buy!. Cute book, looks fun!”

The book by Shannon Jett has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 165 people have provided feedback.
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